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REPORTS

Doing Business 2017: Equal Opportunity for All
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and

Doing Business 2017 is the 14th in a series of annual reports investigating the regulations that enhance business activity and those that constrain it. Doing Business presents quantitative indicators on business regulation and the protection of property rights that can be compared across 190 economies—from Afghanistan to Zimbabwe—and over time. Doing Business 2017 highlights the large disparities between high- and low-income economies and the higher barriers that women face to starting a business or getting a job compared to men. In 155 economies women do not have the same legal rights as men, much less the supporting environment that is vital to promote entrepreneurship.

Doing Business 2017 gives prominence to these issues, expanding three indicators—starting a business, registering property and enforcing contracts—to account for gender discriminatory practices.
Global Economic Prospects, January 2017: Weak Investment in Uncertain Times

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and The World Bank, 10 January 2017

Global economic growth is forecast to accelerate moderately to 2.7 percent in 2017 after a post-crisis low last year as obstacles to activity recede among emerging market and developing economy commodity exporters, while domestic demand remains solid among emerging and developing commodity importers. The report analyzes the worrisome recent weakening of investment growth in emerging market and developing economies. Regional outlook for Sub-Saharan African growth is expected to pick up modestly to 2.9 percent in 2017 as the region continues to adjust to lower commodity prices. Growth in South Africa and oil exporters is expected to be weaker, while growth in economies that are not natural-resource intensive should remain robust. Growth in South Africa is expected to edge up to a 1.1 percent pace this year. Nigeria is forecast to rebound from recession and grow at a 1 percent pace. Angola is projected to expand at a 1.2 percent pace.

Global Talent Competitiveness Index (GTCI) 2017: Talent and Technology

INSEAD, The Adecco Group, Human Capital Leadership Institute, January 2017

The Global Talent Competitiveness Index (GTCI) is an annual benchmarking report that measures the ability of countries to compete for talent. The report ranks 118 countries according to their ability to grow, attract and retain talent. The 2017 GTCI study focuses on how technology is affecting talent competitiveness and the nature of work, exploring both significant challenges and opportunities, and important shifts away from traditional working approaches. The GTCI covers 19 Sub-Saharan Africa countries, of which four upper-middle-income countries of this group occupy the highest rankings, namely Mauritius (46th), Botswana (63rd), South Africa (67th), and Namibia (76th). The report underlines that only Mauritius is above the median GTCI score, supported by a solid Enable pillar (35th in the rankings). This edition of the GTCI which covers Mauritius for the first time, highlights that the Regulatory Landscape of the country is particularly good (26th in the rankings).
This Country report is the first of a series of publications assessing SMEs Competitiveness. It is based on a business survey conducted in Ghana in 2016. It analyses survey findings and compares them to other sources on SME Competitiveness and strengths and weaknesses related to the immediate and national business environment in Ghana. The report covers manufacturing and agriculture sectors in Tema, Kumasi, and the Greater Accra Region; provides policy interventions based on the survey findings; presents results of an in depth analysis of the internal production system for a small sample of enterprises in the agro-processing sector; presents an action plan achieved through ITC Alliances for Action methodology and coordination among local partners as a result of this analysis; and includes bibliographic references (pp.45-47).

Poland’s economic growth remains robust, despite some weakening this year, and deflation has dissipated. The external buffers have increased, and the current account is close to balance. However, external risks remain elevated, with the key risks including a faster-than-expected pace of monetary policy normalization in the U.S., possible dislocations in emerging markets leading to bouts of financial market volatility, as well as a possible banking sector stress and growth slowdown in the euro area. The upcoming Brexit negotiations and Europe's heavy election calendar add to uncertainties.

Good Practices: Experience in the Market Surveillance of ISO 9001 Quality
The ISO 9000 series of standards on quality management, developed by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), play an important role in promoting sustainable international trade. In particular, ISO 9001 (Quality Management System – Requirements) is widely used by organizations around the world to demonstrate that they are managing their business processes in order to provide confidence that their products and services will consistently meet customer and applicable statutory and regulatory requirements. The most common way to do this is via the third-party certification process, whereby an independent certification body conducts a programme of audits to ensure that organization meets (and continues to meet) all the applicable requirements of the standard.

Setting up Accreditation Bodies in Developing Economies: A guide to opening the door for Global Trade

Trade is widely recognized as a potential engine of growth. The contribution it can make to poverty alleviation and socio-economic development in developing economies figures prominently on the 2030 Sustainable Development Agenda. However, developing country exports and imports face an increasing number of requirements in the form of standards or technical regulations that must be met for products to be accepted when crossing borders. This publication seeks to provide a clear and comprehensive description of considerations for and the steps leading to the establishment of accreditation bodies in developing countries.

ISO 9001: Relevance and Impact in Brazil
The report provides the current status of ISO 9001 certification in Brazil. Inmetro in collaboration with UNIDO have assessed the impact of ISO 9001 for Quality Management Systems in Brazil. According to the ISO survey, Brazil has the largest number of ISO 9001 certificates in South America with currently over 18,000 organizations certified by national and international certification bodies from around the world. Around 12,000 of these certificates were issued by certification bodies accredited by Cgcre. The results of the project provides the current situation and has identified various opportunities for management and improvement of the ISO 9001 certification process and the accreditation process for certification bodies in Brazil.

**World Employment and Social Outlook: Trends 2017**

*International Labour Organization (ILO), 12 January 2017*

Economic growth continues to disappoint and deficits in decent work remain widespread. Global GDP growth hit a six-year low in 2016, at 3.1 per cent, well below the rate projected in the previous year. Looking ahead, global economic growth is expected to pick up modestly in 2017 (3.4 percent) and 2018 (3.6 per cent). However, as this report highlights, the forecasts for growth for 2017 have continually been revised downwards over recent years (from over 4.6 per cent forecast in 2012 to 3.4 per cent forecast in 2016) and there is persistent elevated uncertainty about the global economy. This edition takes stock of the current global labour market situation, assessing the most recent employment developments and forecasting unemployment levels in developed, emerging and developing countries. It also focuses on trends in job quality, paying particular attention to working poverty and vulnerable employment.

**MAGAZINE – AGribusiness/food & DRink/seafood**

Produits de la Mer (PdM)
Publisher : Infomer
No.168, Janvier 2017

- Rabotage des quotas de pêche profonde
- La Norvège ménage ses stocks d’or rose
- Boulogne : Scopale pêche pour les Mousquetaires
- Pays basque : Clap de find pour la société Arrainetik
- Tendances des marchés : Saumon-thon-crustacés-huîtres
- Réglementation : prélèvement à la source
- Exporter : Belgique-Innover : Procsea
- Fabrications artisanales : Plus qu’un statut, un état d’esprit
- Spécial salon Sirha

L’Annuaire de produits de la mer 2017
Publisher : Infomer

- Centrales d’achats & commerce de gros : Restauration commerciale, collective, grande distribution, grossistes
- Transformation & négoce
- Mareyage
- Organismes professionnels : Producteurs, professionnelles, promotion, Conseils et certifications, formation et recherche
- Fournisseurs : Nomenclature des fournisseurs, transport frigorifiques, ingrédients et d’équipements

MAGAZINE – BUSINESS/MANAGEMENT/SERVICES
Harvard Business Review
Publisher: Harvard Business School Publishing Corporation
Issue/Year: January-February 2017

- Editorial: A New Look for a New Era
- Customers: The Power of Positive Surveying
- Economics & Society: Your Success Is Shaped by Your Genes
- Competitive Strategy: T-Mobile’s CEO on Winning Market Share by Trash-Talking Rivals
- Strategy: Customer Loyalty Is Overrated
- Strategy: Curing the Addiction to Growth
- Managing Organizations: Are You Solving the Right Problems?
- Organizational Culture: The Neuroscience of Trust
- Strategic Planning: The Stretch Goal Paradox

The Economist
Publisher: The Economist Ltd
Issue/Year: 21-27 January 2017

- A Trump White House - The 45th president
- Britain and the European - A hard road
- The Trump administration - A helluva handover
- Peter Navarro - Free-trader turned game-changer Union
- Argentina - Tango in trouble
- Chinese influence in South-East Asia - The giant’s client
- Politics in Australia - Going for gold
- Pakistan’s economy - Roads to nowhere
- Free exchange - Tariff-eyeing policy
Business Magazine  
Publisher: Business Publication Ltd, Mauritius  
Issue/Year : No 1270, 25 – 31 January 2017

- Edito : Sortira-t-il enfin de l’ombre ?
- Pravind Jugnauth : Une nomination contestée
- Udit Gambir : « Cost of doing business is much higher in Singapore than in Mauritius »
- Jatin Soni: An eye for details
- Entreprise: Metafence-L’Afrique est l’Est dans le collimateur
- PME : Premium Brands – promouvoir le savoir-faire mauricien en Afrique
- Bureautique : Equipements et logiciels dernier cri dopent la productivité
- Formation : L’Espace de travail en pleine évolution

Enjeux: Le newsmagazine de l’Ile Maurice  
Publisher: Southern Press Ltd, Mauritius  
Issue/Year : No.19, January 2017

- Politique: Rodrigues aux urnes
- Découvertes: L’aventure du Sucre où passé, présent et futur se conjuguent
- Economie : George Spentzos (CFA Institute) : « Educated investment professionals attract more capital »
- Développements portuaire : La fin des négociations avec DP World
MIT Sloan Management Review  
Publisher: MIT Sloan School of Management, USA  
Issue/Year : Winter 2017, Vol 58 No.2

- Competing through joint innovation
- The next wave of business models in Asia
- Mastering the market intelligence challenge
- Engaging with start-ups in Emerging Markets
- Why big data isn’t enough
- Sustainability lessons from the front lines
- Which features increase customer retention?
- Organizing for new technologies
- The downside to full board independence

---

Jeune Afrique  
Publisher: Jeune Afrique  
Issue/Year : 15 – 21 January 2017

- Maroc : Cachez-moi cette burqa
- Afrique : Côte d’Ivoire : Malaise dans les rangs
- Maghreb & Moyen-Orient : Israel – Jusqu’où ira le « Bibigate » ?
- Europe, Amériques, Asie : Canada-bon voyage en Arnaquie !
- Economie : Energie-Quand le solaire se lève
- Algérie Ali Benflis : Le système est à bout de souffle
- France Montebourg : En Afrique, Paris doit changer de logiciel
- RD Congo : « Kabila, Katumbi, Isabel et moi », Les confidences de Sindika Dokolo
Finance & Development
Publisher: International Monetary Fund (IMF), USA
Issue/Year: Vol 53, No.4, December 2016

- Globalization Resets: The retrenchment in cross-border capital flows and trade may be less dire than it seems
- New Concept, Old Reality: Globalization is a recent term, but the internationalization of markets, people, ideas, and cultures is nothing new
- For Richer, for Poorer: International trade can widen inequality in developing economies
- Double-Edged Sword: A more integrated global economy is affecting workers around the world
- Get on Track with Trade: Trade raises productivity but may hurt some unless policies redistribute the benefits

Accounting & Business
Publisher: ACCA, UK
Issue/Year: 01/2017-January 2017

- Trumpism: The winners, the losers and the limits
- Africa fears the worst as Trump takes the helm
- Governance: The harmonisation of audit rules across the EU is having an impact on governance
- Changing climate: Environmental reporting is ready for take off
- Tax and grow: As GDP stutters, African governments are turning their attention to taxation to finance infrastructure projects and fight poverty
- Dream World: What will be disturbing global CFOs’ sleep in 2017?
- True and fair: Interview – European Court of Auditors’ Lazaros S Lazarou
Time Magazine
Publisher: Time Magazines Europe Ltd
Issue/Year : 23 January 2017

- Incoming what Trump means for the global order
- Advice from Team Obama for Team Trump on surviving the White House
- New allegations of Russian espionage operations against President-elect Donald Trump unleash a crisis of trust as he prepares to take office
- Meryls Streep’s anti-Trump speech follows a long tradition of Hollywood speaking out through its art
- Solar-powered roads aim to drive down energy costs
- What the Russia-Turkey relationship means for the global order
- Questions for World Economic Forum founder Klaus Schwab

Experience Singapore
Publisher: Ministry of Foreign Affairs Singapore
Issue/Year : Issue 60, Dec 2016

- Come together: Special interest events that add to Singapore’s vibrant society
- Unity in Rhythm: Young Singaporeans cross cultural borders and dance to a new beat
- Two-way Partnership: Mutual learning for different countries that face similar challenges
- A celebration of culture: Festivals that showcase harmony in diversity
Electricity + Control
Publisher: Crown Publications
Issue/Year: January 2017

- Control systems + automation: The Elephant in the Industrial Control Room
- Drives, motor + switchgear: Complete Trolley Assist Solution
- Earthing + lightning protection: Lightning Protection for Rooftop PV Plants
- Pressure + level measurement: Hydrocarbon Dew Point – Critical
- Considerations for Natural Gas Turbine Installations: Part 2
- Standby + back-up: Reducing Energy Consumption in Big Business and Industry

African Fusion : Journal of the Southern African Institute of Welding
Publisher: Crown Publications
Issue/Year : November 2016

- Kelvion: SA’s heat transfer and cooling plant pioneer
- The susceptibility of X70 Linepipe Steel to weld metal hydrogen-assisted cold cracking (WMHACC)
- Robotic welding and cutting of mining equipment
- Afrox unveils R60-million KZN investment
- Consumable specialist transforms market strategy
- Advanced high deposition rate submerged-arc welding
- Sigma’s, Sigma Galaxy and Pi-the new generation
- Twin-pack welder/generators for rugged on-site power
MAGAZINE – TEXTILE & CLOTHING

Outlook 2017 – Apparel industry issues in the year ahead
By Just-Style.com, Management Briefing, January 2017

Just-Style.com consulted Executives and according to their feedback year 2017 is shaping up to be another uncertain year for the apparel industry and its supply chain.

- Apparel industry challenges and opportunities
- What else is the apparel industry watching?
- Strategies for sourcing success
- What next for apparel sourcing?
Textile Outlook International: Business and market analysis for the global textile and apparel industries
Textile Intelligence, No. 183, December 2016

- Editorial: US election trumps Brexit—impact on the textile and apparel industry?
- World textile and apparel trade and production trends: South-East Asia
- Survey of the European fabric fairs for autumn/winter 2017/18
- Trends in world textile and clothing trade, December 2016
- Profiles of 21 innovative Taiwanese textile companies
- World markets for textile machinery: part 2—fabric manufacture

Technical Textile Markets: Business and market analysis for the world’s technical textiles industry
Textiles Intelligence, No. 105, December 2016

- Editorial: Innovations in technical textiles at TITAS 2016 in Taiwan
- Technical textile markets: product developments and innovations
- Profile of Sioen Industries: a leader in coated textiles back in expansion mode
- Anti-odour clothing
- Global technical textiles business update
- Statistics: global and regional trends in mill consumption of textile fibres
Textile World
Publisher: Textile Industries Media Group, USA
Issue/Year: November/December 2016

- Executive Forum: Applied DNA Sciences
- Texworld USA/Apparel Sourcing USA January 2017 Preview
- Near-Record attendance at IFAI Expo 2016
- Exintex 2016: Puebla hosts robust show
- ITMA Asia + CITME 2016: Shanghai Show Success
- Menzel: 50 years in Spartanburg
- Making the impossible possible with Performance Textiles
- Cotton pricing: Year in Review
- Advances in Medical Textile Applications
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